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Ice Meteor

Cost: 300 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

Price: 1000000

Sunburn

Cost: 50 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 180 seconds

Price: 500000

Electric Rope



Cost: 150 mana

Duration: 15 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds

Price: 500000

Ghost Punch

Cost: 50 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

Price: 100000

"Well, it doesn't matter… I hate the term luck, anyways . "

Those were the tomes Leon found being sold at the dungeon shop, even
though Ghost Punch was cool since it was like punching someone without
getting close, the cost was too high . The most powerful one he found was Ice
Meteor, but after watching Jertien using many times, Leon was sure he could
replicate it… he just needed a month or two to practice . Still, the tomes Leon
saw being sold at the shop gave Leon a few good ideas . He would try to learn
those spells himself without having to deal with their drawbacks . It was
better that way .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });



"Even If I have to go to a world where every single monster is a dragon, I will
definitely find a tome that will teach me Teleportation, and I will buy it . "

Leon also didn't find any decent weapons being sold, rather every weapon in
that shop was weak in comparison to his mithril weapons… There were a few
of those being sold, but the effects were quite subpar . Besides, why would
Leon buy weapons when Leon can create them?

"Right now, I don't need any of those… the things I do need and want aren't
here and probably won't appear in the shop either . "

Contrary to Leon's prediction, several things were appearing and disappearing
currently in the shop . That was weird… they were the only ones killing

monsters . No… the angels were also killing monsters…

"I already suspected that… but to think that monsters can even interfere in the

dungeon shop . I guess in their eyes . I'm a monster too… will I drop a tome

or items if I die?"

That way of thinking was a little disturbing, but it was possible . Considering
Leon's experience so far, it was clear that the assimilation was something that
was being controlled by someone . It would be too weird if it weren't . After
all, how can someone explain the worlds in different parts of the universe

getting connected by an odd crystal?

While Leon was thinking about that, the first chimera appeared . It was an
excellent chance to see what that thing could do, and Leon almost missed the
opportunity because Jertien smashed the beast with his hammer .



Chimera

Health: 12000/12000googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 14000/14000

Active Skills: Fly Lv 300, War Cry Lv 310, Poison Bullet Lv 300, Poison
Mist Lv 330

Passive Skills: Winds Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 310, Thunder
Resistance Lv 250, Frightening Aura Lv 320

Leon would probably learn Poison Arrow if he seals their spirits inside a bow,
he might even learn something like Poison Arrow Shower in case he doesn't
learn Poison Mist directly . Although as much as Leon wanted to learn spells
that could cast poison, he had no idea how to do so . It wasn't something he
could create combining the elements… probably .

"Next time, try to crush only their lower half," Leon said to Jertien . "Perhaps
I can make something good using a chimera . "

"Okay, boy," Jertien nodded .

Leon thought he would ask a piece of equipment that could grant him the
effects Leon wanted, but it looked like that wasn't the case . It was strange .



Everyone knew that Leon could add some skill of the monsters to weapons,
the most high-leveled ones had the chance to come, but they didn't ask for
weapons that could poison enemies .

"I guess this is a warrior thing… they must be thinking among the lines

'poison is for cowards'… or something like that . "

Poisonous Mithril Bow

It grants you the skills: Poison Arrow Lv 150 . Dexterity + 150, Speed +
150

"It isn't a fast as my spells that can be used non-stop, but I guess it is
something . . . I really need to train Archery and Accuracy anyway, so this
should be enough . "

It would be great if he could transfer the level of War Cry to the Emperor's
Katana… Leon tried but failed . Chimeras were definitely poison type
monsters… not neutral . Regardless, Leon also put the spirit of a chimera in
one of his spears and obtained War Cry Level 155 .

"I should learn this . . . the problem is, I don't fight in groups all that much .
Besides, at least one of them probably knows this skill . "

It was a good idea to learn the skill itself instead of relying on items, but Leon
also had no idea how to infuse mana on his voice in order to give the boost of
status to his allies .



"Inglar, Ivolaer, and Ismenria," Jorhorn said . "You three will look for
enemies and crush them if they get too close . The others will help me to fill
Soul Eater with ours and the monsters' mana . "

Leon didn't have to help Jorhorn, Alurelle, Genelosa, and Jertien, even on
their smaller form, they could easily defeat the chimeras . So, he decided to
practice a new spell . It wouldn't help him all that much against the angels,
but Leon decided to practice Freezing Mist, the most powerful spell that
Lennart could use .

"A combination of wind and water magic…"

It wasn't something Leon could put to practice because the power of his
single target spells was devastating, but he could at least for a few seconds,
use the spells on himself, and level up them a little faster . Although it took a
few days, Leon eventually learned the spell . He already knew the tricks to

combine two different elements, after all .

Ice Meteor

Cost: 300 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds

Price: 1000000

Sunburn

Cost: 50 mana per second



Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 180 seconds

Price: 500000

Electric Rope

Cost: 150 mana

Duration: 15 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds

Price: 500000

Ghost Punch

Cost: 50 stamina

Cooldown time: 10 seconds

Price: 100000

Well, it doesnt matter… I hate the term luck, anyways .



Those were the tomes Leon found being sold at the dungeon shop, even
though Ghost Punch was cool since it was like punching someone without
getting close, the cost was too high . The most powerful one he found was Ice
Meteor, but after watching Jertien using many times, Leon was sure he could
replicate it… he just needed a month or two to practice . Still, the tomes Leon
saw being sold at the shop gave Leon a few good ideas . He would try to learn
those spells himself without having to deal with their drawbacks . It was
better that way .

Even If I have to go to a world where every single monster is a dragon, I will
definitely find a tome that will teach me Teleportation, and I will buy it .

Leon also didnt find any decent weapons being sold, rather every weapon in
that shop was weak in comparison to his mithril weapons… There were a few
of those being sold, but the effects were quite subpar . Besides, why would
Leon buy weapons when Leon can create them?

Right now, I dont need any of those… the things I do need and want arent

here and probably wont appear in the shop either .

Contrary to Leons prediction, several things were appearing and disappearing
currently in the shop . That was weird… they were the only ones killing

monsters . No… the angels were also killing monsters…

I already suspected that… but to think that monsters can even interfere in the
dungeon shop . I guess in their eyes . Im a monster too… will I drop a tome

or items if I die?

That way of thinking was a little disturbing, but it was possible . Considering
Leons experience so far, it was clear that the assimilation was something that



was being controlled by someone . It would be too weird if it werent . After
all, how can someone explain the worlds in different parts of the universe

getting connected by an odd crystal?

While Leon was thinking about that, the first chimera appeared . It was an
excellent chance to see what that thing could do, and Leon almost missed the
opportunity because Jertien smashed the beast with his hammer .

Chimera

Health: 12000/12000

Mana: 10000/10000

Stamina: 14000/14000

Active Skills: Fly Lv 300, War Cry Lv 310, Poison Bullet Lv 300, Poison
Mist Lv 330

Passive Skills: Winds Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 310, Thunder
Resistance Lv 250, Frightening Aura Lv 320

Leon would probably learn Poison Arrow if he seals their spirits inside a bow,
he might even learn something like Poison Arrow Shower in case he doesnt
learn Poison Mist directly . Although as much as Leon wanted to learn spells
that could cast poison, he had no idea how to do so . It wasnt something he
could create combining the elements… probably .



Next time, try to crush only their lower half, Leon said to Jertien . Perhaps I
can make something good using a chimera .

Okay, boy, Jertien nodded .

Leon thought he would ask a piece of equipment that could grant him the
effects Leon wanted, but it looked like that wasnt the case . It was strange .
Everyone knew that Leon could add some skill of the monsters to weapons,
the most high-leveled ones had the chance to come, but they didnt ask for
weapons that could poison enemies .

I guess this is a warrior thing… they must be thinking among the lines poison
is for cowards… or something like that .

Poisonous Mithril Bow

It grants you the skills: Poison Arrow Lv 150 . Dexterity + 150, Speed +
150

It isnt a fast as my spells that can be used non-stop, but I guess it is
something . . . I really need to train Archery and Accuracy anyway, so this
should be enough .

It would be great if he could transfer the level of War Cry to the Emperors
Katana… Leon tried but failed . Chimeras were definitely poison type
monsters… not neutral . Regardless, Leon also put the spirit of a chimera in
one of his spears and obtained War Cry Level 155 .



I should learn this . . . the problem is, I dont fight in groups all that much .
Besides, at least one of them probably knows this skill .

It was a good idea to learn the skill itself instead of relying on items, but Leon
also had no idea how to infuse mana on his voice in order to give the boost of
status to his allies .

Inglar, Ivolaer, and Ismenria, Jorhorn said . You three will look for enemies
and crush them if they get too close . The others will help me to fill Soul
Eater with ours and the monsters mana .

Leon didnt have to help Jorhorn, Alurelle, Genelosa, and Jertien, even on
their smaller form, they could easily defeat the chimeras . So, he decided to
practice a new spell . It wouldnt help him all that much against the angels, but
Leon decided to practice Freezing Mist, the most powerful spell that Lennart
could use .

A combination of wind and water magic…

It wasnt something Leon could put to practice because the power of his single
target spells was devastating, but he could at least for a few seconds, use the
spells on himself, and level up them a little faster . Although it took a few
days, Leon eventually learned the spell . He already knew the tricks to

combine two different elements, after all .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Freezing Mist .

Cost: 20 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Freezing Mist has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Freezing Mist has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content

googletag.cmd.push(function()
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

"I hate cold… I definitely hate cold… Achoo!" Leon murmured .

The battles against angels became more and more scarce, so Leon focused on
his training as much as he could . For some reason, that dungeon never
spawned any boss, and the spawning rate of ordinary chimeras was quite
slow . So, for both reasons, Jorhorn decided that it was time to move on to
the next continent .

"Genelosa, how do you think we should proceed?" Jorhorn asked .

"If we are cautious, we should attack the northern continent next," Genelosa
answered . "The number of dungeons there is much higher, so we will be able
to eliminate many more angels . However, it will be hard to move without
being noticed . There aren't many well-hidden places that we can use . "

"That is not a problem," Jorhorn said . "With my powers and with Soul Eater,
I will be able to create a fake mountain or an underground shelter that is
capable of keeping us hidden . "

"An underground shelter will do, but it won't be pleasant," Genelosa said .
"The northern continent is a massive desert, and the heat is annoying, and at
night the cold isn't less unpleasant . "

Sponsored Content
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Leon started to wonder when he would see some civilization in that world .
The southern continent didn't have much aside from forests and mountains .
If the northern continent was a vast desert, then it looked like the only place
he could see cities or something would be on the central continent . However,
considering the angels' behavior, Leon wouldn't probably see a single
building standing . Things built by sinful creatures are probably wicked in
their eyes too .

Regardless, it looked like Leon would be able to train his Fire and Ice
Resistance on the next stage . So, instead of keep leveling up Freezing Mist,
Leon decided to practice new thunder spells . However, he would have to do
that later because the harvesters would have to travel in their smaller form in
order not to let themselves be noticed . Meanwhile, Leon would have to carry
their gear using Telekinesis .

��Yep, I'm not going to ally myself with any other race on the brink of

extinction… they will just treat me like a luggage carrier… to hell with that .
"

Given the circumstances, it couldn't be helped, but Leon didn't want to be
treated like a convenient tool, even if it couldn't be helped . Maybe it was
because two months have passed since the plan to recover the harvesters
world had started, but Leon was getting more impatient than usual . Perhaps it
was because he couldn't decide his actions freely, or maybe it was because of
his rusty social skills . Either way, the only thing he knew was that he didn't
want to spend a decade to recover those six planets .

Leon had already imagined the northern continent when Genelosa described it,
but the place was even more insane than she mentioned . There were only the
yellow sand and the blue sky in all directions… Leon had no idea how they
would move and not get lost without a map . Even if all of them could fly,



they wouldn't be able to locate the dungeons and angels if they fly high
enough to see a big part of the continent .

"I guess he wants to practice his earth magic since he didn't use it all that
much in the last two months . "

Although Leon's specialty was earth magic, Jorhornd decided to create their
massive underground hideout alone . It wasn't that efficient doing that by
himself when Leon clearly had the most potent magic among the group… but
he was the leader, and that was his choice .

While Jorhorn was taking out a massive amount of the sand, he created walls
around the hole he was making . It didn't take long before the hole was like
two hundred meters deep, but he didn't stop . The walls Jorhorn created using
earth magic were sturdy, but a little too rough . Leon wondered why he
couldn't be a bit more precise, but soon he forgot about because Jorhorn
didn't intend to sleep on an uneven ground again, he launched some object to
the hole, and then that tower appeared .

Sponsored Content
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"Ah… I had forgotten about that…"

Health: 154 +

Mana: 6823 +



Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1514 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:93541263

Status: 00

Skill List



Active Skills: Analysis Lv 27, Concentrated Shot Lv 21, Water

Transformation Lv 54, Wind Transformation Lv 54, Water Creation Lv 71,
Wind Creation Lv 72, Fire Creation Lv 106, Mana Reinforcement Lv 130,
Mana Eater Lv 115, Mana Dominion Lv 109, War Cry Lv 155, Seal Lv 93,
Appraisal Lv 77, Haste Lv 155, Telekinesis Lv 115, Gravity Lv 60,
Transfer Lv 100, Explosive Fire Arrow Lv 35, Magma Arrow Lv 20,
Magma Punch Lv 20, Spinning Earth Arrow Lv 65, Earth Needle Lv 70,
Acid Sphere Lv 21, Poison Arrow Lv 150, Freezing Mist Lv 51

Passive Skills: Accuracy Lv 56, Craft Lv 106, Farming Lv 52, Archery Lv
41, Blacksmith Lv 94, Alchemy Lv 123, Wind Resistance Lv 65, Ice
Resistance Lv 76, Sleep Resistance Lv 70, Multi-Conjuration Lv 95, Magic
Craftmanship Lv 68, Magic Blacksmith Lv 68, Light Resistance Lv 200,
Illusion Resistance Lv 30, Fast Conjuration Lv 60

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Freezing Mist .

Cost: 20 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Freezing Mist has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Freezing Mist has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I hate cold… I definitely hate cold… Achoo! Leon murmured .

The battles against angels became more and more scarce, so Leon focused on
his training as much as he could . For some reason, that dungeon never
spawned any boss, and the spawning rate of ordinary chimeras was quite
slow . So, for both reasons, Jorhorn decided that it was time to move on to
the next continent .

Genelosa, how do you think we should proceed? Jorhorn asked .

If we are cautious, we should attack the northern continent next, Genelosa
answered . The number of dungeons there is much higher, so we will be able
to eliminate many more angels . However, it will be hard to move without
being noticed . There arent many well-hidden places that we can use .

That is not a problem, Jorhorn said . With my powers and with Soul Eater, I
will be able to create a fake mountain or an underground shelter that is
capable of keeping us hidden .



An underground shelter will do, but it wont be pleasant, Genelosa said . The
northern continent is a massive desert, and the heat is annoying, and at night
the cold isnt less unpleasant .

Leon started to wonder when he would see some civilization in that world .
The southern continent didnt have much aside from forests and mountains . If
the northern continent was a vast desert, then it looked like the only place he
could see cities or something would be on the central continent . However,
considering the angels behavior, Leon wouldnt probably see a single building
standing . Things built by sinful creatures are probably wicked in their eyes
too .

Regardless, it looked like Leon would be able to train his Fire and Ice
Resistance on the next stage . So, instead of keep leveling up Freezing Mist,
Leon decided to practice new thunder spells . However, he would have to do
that later because the harvesters would have to travel in their smaller form in
order not to let themselves be noticed . Meanwhile, Leon would have to carry
their gear using Telekinesis .

��Yep, Im not going to ally myself with any other race on the brink of

extinction… they will just treat me like a luggage carrier… to hell with that .

Given the circumstances, it couldnt be helped, but Leon didnt want to be
treated like a convenient tool, even if it couldnt be helped . Maybe it was

because two months have passed since the plan to recover the harvesters
world had started, but Leon was getting more impatient than usual . Perhaps it
was because he couldnt decide his actions freely, or maybe it was because of
his rusty social skills . Either way, the only thing he knew was that he didnt

want to spend a decade to recover those six planets .



Leon had already imagined the northern continent when Genelosa described it,
but the place was even more insane than she mentioned . There were only the
yellow sand and the blue sky in all directions… Leon had no idea how they
would move and not get lost without a map . Even if all of them could fly,
they wouldnt be able to locate the dungeons and angels if they fly high
enough to see a big part of the continent .

I guess he wants to practice his earth magic since he didnt use it all that much
in the last two months .

Although Leons specialty was earth magic, Jorhornd decided to create their
massive underground hideout alone . It wasnt that efficient doing that by
himself when Leon clearly had the most potent magic among the group… but
he was the leader, and that was his choice .

While Jorhorn was taking out a massive amount of the sand, he created walls
around the hole he was making . It didnt take long before the hole was like
two hundred meters deep, but he didnt stop . The walls Jorhorn created using
earth magic were sturdy, but a little too rough . Leon wondered why he
couldnt be a bit more precise, but soon he forgot about because Jorhorn didnt
intend to sleep on an uneven ground again, he launched some object to the
hole, and then that tower appeared .

Ah… I had forgotten about that…

Health: 154 +

Mana: 6823 +

Stamina: 175 +



Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 132 +

Intelligence: 1514 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1001 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:93541263

Status: 00

Skill List



Active Skills: Analysis Lv 27, Concentrated Shot Lv 21, Water

Transformation Lv 54, Wind Transformation Lv 54, Water Creation Lv 71,
Wind Creation Lv 72, Fire Creation Lv 106, Mana Reinforcement Lv 130,
Mana Eater Lv 115, Mana Dominion Lv 109, War Cry Lv 155, Seal Lv 93,
Appraisal Lv 77, Haste Lv 155, Telekinesis Lv 115, Gravity Lv 60,
Transfer Lv 100, Explosive Fire Arrow Lv 35, Magma Arrow Lv 20,
Magma Punch Lv 20, Spinning Earth Arrow Lv 65, Earth Needle Lv 70,
Acid Sphere Lv 21, Poison Arrow Lv 150, Freezing Mist Lv 51

Passive Skills: Accuracy Lv 56, Craft Lv 106, Farming Lv 52, Archery Lv
41, Blacksmith Lv 94, Alchemy Lv 123, Wind Resistance Lv 65, Ice
Resistance Lv 76, Sleep Resistance Lv 70, Multi-Conjuration Lv 95, Magic
Craftmanship Lv 68, Magic Blacksmith Lv 68, Light Resistance Lv 200,
Illusion Resistance Lv 30, Fast Conjuration Lv 60
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Although the tower had some useful functions… it didn't have a ventilation
system . So, Ivolaer had to use his magic to keep the air breathable, Jertien
and Genelosa had to keep things fresh during the day, and Inglar had to keep
the tower warm at night… using his fire magic .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Punch .

Cost: 20 mana



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

Sponsored Content
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

While Jorhorn, Ismenria, Genelosa, and Jertien were trying to map the
continent, finding the new dungeons and where the angels were supposed to

be . Leon, Inglar, Ivolaer, and Alurelle were killing all the monsters that got
too close to the dungeon . Although the tower was well-hidden under the
desert, they had some noisy and insistent neighbors .



Blazing Earthworm

Health: 14000/14000

Mana: 11000/11000

Stamina: 14000/14000

Active Skills: Flamethrower Lv 300, Earth Manipulation Lv 310, Fire
Creation Lv 280, Burning Aura Lv 330

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 310, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Rage Lv 310

Sponsored Content
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Those monsters only appeared when the world reached the third stage of
assimilation, so they could quickly destroy the earth walls Jorhorn created .
That being said, the fact that they had to keep their mouths open to do
everything was their downfall . Leon practiced his new thunder spells on them

since their mouths were great practice targets .

"Flamethrower… it sounds interesting . "



At first, Leon considered creating a weapon and give that power to it, but
soon, he changed his mind . It was better to learn the spell itself, and that kind
of attack gave Leon another exciting idea .

"Wouldn't it be awesome if I could replicate the same kind of attack using
other elements? Instead of holding back an enemy for a few seconds, I could
stop it for several more if I could use shot lightning bolts through my hands
non-stop . "

It would be weird to replicate that using earth magic, but even using water,
Leon could stop a monster's advance using something like that . He could
perhaps even kill it if he makes the attack concentrated in a single spot!

Leon felt like he should train his elemental resistance a bit more, but that idea
was too good just to put on his list of the things he wanted to learn . Although
a similar effect could be obtained by leveling up Fast Conjuration, it could be
used at different moments to get different results . Leon started to practice
immediately, but it took him a few days to learn the spell per se .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

"Mmm… I guess my habit of trying to conserve mana slowed me down a little

bit . This type of spell doesn't require a certain speed to be learned, but a
large amount of mana must be consumed to learn it . "

Sponsored Content
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While Leon was analyzing his new spell, Jertien approached to see the
damage Leon caused to the reinforced walls Jorhorn created . Since it was
only at level one, the signs of damage were meager, but there were signs .

"You sure learn spells fast," Jertien rubbed .

"That is probably because my intelligence is somewhat high, and I increased it
since the very beginning," Leon said .

"That is probably the case," Jertien nodded . "Since you made that kind of
choice, you can learn spells quite fast… that being said, it is a bit dreadful
seeing you learn so fast when my intelligence is higher than yours . "

Despite hearing that, Leon didn't feel anything, it was the result of his own
actions, after all . If Leon's attacks could increase by every point, he allocated
in intelligence . The same thing could be applied to Jertien's defenses . He
still needed to test the effects of the growth of other stats, but it was evident
that they wouldn't be as efficient as his intelligence .

Regardless, even though it was cool to keep shooting flames like that, it
wouldn't be that useful against the angels . They were fast, and Flamethrower
also had an effective range . Still, Leon decided to level up that spell .

"Can I use that on you?" Leon asked . "You have a spell of ice that freezes the
area around you and decreases the power of fire attacks, right?"



"Sure, go on . " Jertien smiled .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Jertien's cooperation was suspicious, but Leon wouldn't lose that chance .
Despite the speed that Flamethrower was leveling up, Leon didn't see Jertien
even moving away from the flames . He didn't use his hammer to block
either… that was the power of his defensive skills .

"I guess that is to be expected… even if he obtained the power of the spirit of

ice, he didn't have to sacrifice his Fire Resistance . "

Leon wondered if he could learn that Frozen Aura, that kind of skill would be
beneficial since it could stop fire attacks like that . It was also possible that it
could increase the power of ice attacks, but Leon decided not to ask if that
was the case to Jertien since it was like trying to learn the weaknesses and



strengths of one of his primary skills . Leon tried to change the nature of his
Mana Armor and wanted to make it colder and hotter, but he failed .
Unfortunately, it looked like that kind of skill could only be learned by
making pacts with spirits… Leon could only hope that he would meet those
spirits someday in the future .

Although the tower had some useful functions… it didnt have a ventilation
system . So, Ivolaer had to use his magic to keep the air breathable, Jertien
and Genelosa had to keep things fresh during the day, and Inglar had to keep
the tower warm at night… using his fire magic .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Punch .

Cost: 20 mana

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

While Jorhorn, Ismenria, Genelosa, and Jertien were trying to map the
continent, finding the new dungeons and where the angels were supposed to

be . Leon, Inglar, Ivolaer, and Alurelle were killing all the monsters that got
too close to the dungeon . Although the tower was well-hidden under the
desert, they had some noisy and insistent neighbors .

Blazing Earthworm

Health: 14000/14000

Mana: 11000/11000

Stamina: 14000/14000

Active Skills: Flamethrower Lv 300, Earth Manipulation Lv 310, Fire
Creation Lv 280, Burning Aura Lv 330

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 290, Fire Resistance Lv 310, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Rage Lv 310

Those monsters only appeared when the world reached the third stage of
assimilation, so they could quickly destroy the earth walls Jorhorn created .
That being said, the fact that they had to keep their mouths open to do
everything was their downfall . Leon practiced his new thunder spells on them

since their mouths were great practice targets .



Flamethrower… it sounds interesting .

At first, Leon considered creating a weapon and give that power to it, but
soon, he changed his mind . It was better to learn the spell itself, and that kind
of attack gave Leon another exciting idea .

Wouldnt it be awesome if I could replicate the same kind of attack using other
elements? Instead of holding back an enemy for a few seconds, I could stop it
for several more if I could use shot lightning bolts through my hands
non-stop .

It would be weird to replicate that using earth magic, but even using water,
Leon could stop a monsters advance using something like that . He could
perhaps even kill it if he makes the attack concentrated in a single spot!

Leon felt like he should train his elemental resistance a bit more, but that idea
was too good just to put on his list of the things he wanted to learn . Although
a similar effect could be obtained by leveling up Fast Conjuration, it could be
used at different moments to get different results . Leon started to practice
immediately, but it took him a few days to learn the spell per se .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Mmm… I guess my habit of trying to conserve mana slowed me down a little
bit . This type of spell doesnt require a certain speed to be learned, but a large
amount of mana must be consumed to learn it .



While Leon was analyzing his new spell, Jertien approached to see the
damage Leon caused to the reinforced walls Jorhorn created . Since it was
only at level one, the signs of damage were meager, but there were signs .

You sure learn spells fast, Jertien rubbed .

That is probably because my intelligence is somewhat high, and I increased it
since the very beginning, Leon said .

That is probably the case, Jertien nodded . Since you made that kind of choice,
you can learn spells quite fast… that being said, it is a bit dreadful seeing you
learn so fast when my intelligence is higher than yours .

Despite hearing that, Leon didnt feel anything, it was the result of his own
actions, after all . If Leons attacks could increase by every point, he allocated
in intelligence . The same thing could be applied to Jertiens defenses . He
still needed to test the effects of the growth of other stats, but it was evident
that they wouldnt be as efficient as his intelligence .

Regardless, even though it was cool to keep shooting flames like that, it
wouldnt be that useful against the angels . They were fast, and Flamethrower
also had an effective range . Still, Leon decided to level up that spell .

Can I use that on you? Leon asked . You have a spell of ice that freezes the
area around you and decreases the power of fire attacks, right?

Sure, go on . Jertien smiled .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Flamethrower has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Jertiens cooperation was suspicious, but Leon wouldnt lose that chance .
Despite the speed that Flamethrower was leveling up, Leon didnt see Jertien
even moving away from the flames . He didnt use his hammer to block
either… that was the power of his defensive skills .

I guess that is to be expected… even if he obtained the power of the spirit of
ice, he didnt have to sacrifice his Fire Resistance .

Leon wondered if he could learn that Frozen Aura, that kind of skill would be
beneficial since it could stop fire attacks like that . It was also possible that it
could increase the power of ice attacks, but Leon decided not to ask if that
was the case to Jertien since it was like trying to learn the weaknesses and
strengths of one of his primary skills . Leon tried to change the nature of his
Mana Armor and wanted to make it colder and hotter, but he failed .
Unfortunately, it looked like that kind of skill could only be learned by
making pacts with spirits… Leon could only hope that he would meet those
spirits someday in the future .



Novel Chapter 324

Chapter 324: 324

After exploring the northern continent for one week, Jorhorn decided to act
again . Leon didn't know it, but the tower had an electronic panel that had the
map of the six worlds . However, aside from that, nothing was registered,
because everyone knew that monsters destroyed everything over the last
twenty years . Still, after exploring for a week, it had seven new entries .
Those were locations of the dungeons of that continents, and the 'camps' of
angels were nearby as well .

"After observing those places for a week, we concluded a few things,"
Jorhorn said while he was pointing to the screen . "The number of dungeons
in our worlds decreased, but all of them spawn new creatures . Chimeras,
mermaids, merman, and Fire Earthworms are four of them . The others are
Reptilians, Cyclops, and Centaurs . They are at the same level as the
Chimeras, but their dungeon is much more active . So, we will be able to use
them for a while . "

"The situation is supposed to be more difficult," Alurelle frowned . "Why

didn't you tell the problems we will have to face yet?"

"I was going to start now…" Jorhorn sighed . "There are several problems .
Those dungeons aren't that far away from each other . All of them are located

on the southern side of this continent, and the angels tend to fly to other
dungeons at random moments . There is a chance that we may find a slightly
smarter angel among them, one that will retreat once it notices our approach
and then tells their leader about us . If we want to succeed in destroying them
without fail, we will have to destroy all of them in a single night . "
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"We already succeeded once," Ivolaer said . "We can do that seven times

easily . "

"As I said, the dungeons of those places are very active," Jorhorn added . "So,
to keep the monsters of those places from leaving their dungeons, we will
have to leave someone nearby to kill the monsters . Otherwise, the monsters
population in this world will increase, and that will give the chance of the
angels in the central continent to notice that something is wrong here . "

"I see… so the more we succeed, the harder the battles will get, and our
chances of failing will also increase…" Genelosa sighed . "How troublesome .
"

There was a way to solve that problem, Leon just had to use Summon
Zombie . However, it looked like they didn't know how useful that skill was .
So, Leon started to wonder about what he should do… explain the card in his

hands or just wait and see .
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"As expected, this skill is too suspicious… not even those guys who lived for

hundreds of years know what I can do with this skill… I don't want to use this
skill even more . "

"So, even Leon will have to watch one of the dungeons…" Alurelle said . "Or
he will have to help the last of us to destroy the last enemy camp of this
continent…"

"I didn't say we have to watch the dungeons forever, only until we get
stronger enough to kill that fucker," Jorhorn said . "Having one dungeon to
each one of us will increase our speed growth, so it is perfect… as long as he

doesn't leave the central continent to make some inspections . "
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"I guess it makes sense," Ismenria said . "With our numbers, we can't protect
six worlds from monsters forever . We will only be able to do that after

increasing our numbers… and that will take a long while . "

Repopulation… Leon felt like giving them a hand, but then he recalled that
the holy sword lost its edge, and he didn't have time to fool around in other
worlds . Besides, leave some kids behind who would never know their father

was something Leon didn't want to do . Putting those thoughts aside, Leon
finally understood why Jorhorn was so cautious . Conquering that world first
and slowly was necessary because he wanted to build the strength of the
group . Once they defeat one of the six enemy generals, the others would



probably find a way to come and attack them . They were doing things slowly,
in order to succeed in case that happens .

"Well, I probably won't have a dungeon by myself, but I will make good use
of them when I obtain the opportunity . It is not like they can stay awake
forever, after all . "

Although Leon wanted Volt's power, it was better if he stays grinding in a
single dungeon until the teleportation tome appears on the dungeon shop, or a
similar skill appears, or until Leon collects enough mana using Soul Eater and
he builds a telescope powerful enough for him to see Earth .

"For the time being, we will strengthen ourselves for one month," Jorhorn
declared . "Until we collect enough mana to let us go all out for several hours,
we will stay hidden, killing the angels that may appear and the fire
earthworms . "

"Isn't it dangerous to wait for such a long time?" Alurelle asked . "We

destroyed their base on the southern continent, even though you tried to hide
any traces of the battle using earth magic, that guy will certainly be suspicious
if he hears about it . "

"Even if he suspects of our existence, he can't confirm it," Jorhorn said .
"Besides, we are well hidden in here, and we will keep our eyes on the angels'
movements . We just have to keep training and adapt our plan if something

happens . "

Leon would have one month to grind his skills and obtain some extra status
points… Although, as much as he wanted to keep improving his telescope, it



was better to level up his offensive skills . He needed the power to clear the
dungeons of that world with ease . Although he probably could kill the
monsters there using Magma Spear, he couldn't use that against every single
monster . Besides, he also needed to create magic items using their spirits .

After exploring the northern continent for one week, Jorhorn decided to act
again . Leon didnt know it, but the tower had an electronic panel that had the
map of the six worlds . However, aside from that, nothing was registered,
because everyone knew that monsters destroyed everything over the last
twenty years . Still, after exploring for a week, it had seven new entries .
Those were locations of the dungeons of that continents, and the camps of
angels were nearby as well .

After observing those places for a week, we concluded a few things, Jorhorn
said while he was pointing to the screen . The number of dungeons in our
worlds decreased, but all of them spawn new creatures . Chimeras, mermaids,
merman, and Fire Earthworms are four of them . The others are Reptilians,
Cyclops, and Centaurs . They are at the same level as the Chimeras, but their
dungeon is much more active . So, we will be able to use them for a while .

The situation is supposed to be more difficult, Alurelle frowned . Why didnt

you tell the problems we will have to face yet?

I was going to start now… Jorhorn sighed . There are several problems .
Those dungeons arent that far away from each other . All of them are located

on the southern side of this continent, and the angels tend to fly to other
dungeons at random moments . There is a chance that we may find a slightly
smarter angel among them, one that will retreat once it notices our approach
and then tells their leader about us . If we want to succeed in destroying them
without fail, we will have to destroy all of them in a single night .



We already succeeded once, Ivolaer said .We can do that seven times easily .

As I said, the dungeons of those places are very active, Jorhorn added . So, to
keep the monsters of those places from leaving their dungeons, we will have
to leave someone nearby to kill the monsters . Otherwise, the monsters
population in this world will increase, and that will give the chance of the
angels in the central continent to notice that something is wrong here .

I see… so the more we succeed, the harder the battles will get, and our
chances of failing will also increase… Genelosa sighed . How troublesome .

There was a way to solve that problem, Leon just had to use Summon
Zombie . However, it looked like they didnt know how useful that skill was .
So, Leon started to wonder about what he should do… explain the card in his

hands or just wait and see .

As expected, this skill is too suspicious… not even those guys who lived for

hundreds of years know what I can do with this skill… I dont want to use this
skill even more .

So, even Leon will have to watch one of the dungeons… Alurelle said . Or he
will have to help the last of us to destroy the last enemy camp of this
continent…

I didnt say we have to watch the dungeons forever, only until we get stronger
enough to kill that fucker, Jorhorn said . Having one dungeon to each one of
us will increase our speed growth, so it is perfect… as long as he doesnt leave

the central continent to make some inspections .



I guess it makes sense, Ismenria said . With our numbers, we cant protect six
worlds from monsters forever . We will only be able to do that after

increasing our numbers… and that will take a long while .

Repopulation… Leon felt like giving them a hand, but then he recalled that
the holy sword lost its edge, and he didnt have time to fool around in other
worlds . Besides, leave some kids behind who would never know their father

was something Leon didnt want to do . Putting those thoughts aside, Leon
finally understood why Jorhorn was so cautious . Conquering that world first
and slowly was necessary because he wanted to build the strength of the
group . Once they defeat one of the six enemy generals, the others would
probably find a way to come and attack them . They were doing things slowly,
in order to succeed in case that happens .

Well, I probably wont have a dungeon by myself, but I will make good use of
them when I obtain the opportunity . It is not like they can stay awake forever,
after all .

Although Leon wanted Volts power, it was better if he stays grinding in a
single dungeon until the teleportation tome appears on the dungeon shop, or a
similar skill appears, or until Leon collects enough mana using Soul Eater and
he builds a telescope powerful enough for him to see Earth .

For the time being, we will strengthen ourselves for one month, Jorhorn
declared . Until we collect enough mana to let us go all out for several hours,
we will stay hidden, killing the angels that may appear and the fire
earthworms .

Isnt it dangerous to wait for such a long time? Alurelle asked . We destroyed

their base on the southern continent, even though you tried to hide any traces



of the battle using earth magic, that guy will certainly be suspicious if he
hears about it .

Even if he suspects of our existence, he cant confirm it, Jorhorn said .
Besides, we are well hidden in here, and we will keep our eyes on the angels
movements . We just have to keep training and adapt our plan if something

happens .

Leon would have one month to grind his skills and obtain some extra status
points… Although, as much as he wanted to keep improving his telescope, it
was better to level up his offensive skills . He needed the power to clear the
dungeons of that world with ease . Although he probably could kill the
monsters there using Magma Spear, he couldnt use that against every single
monster . Besides, he also needed to create magic items using their spirits .
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Leon's main goal was to return home; to do that, he had to do two things .
The first was not to die, and the second was to obtain enough mana in order to
return home using Transfer . To do both, he needed to get stronger, and the
only way to get stronger was by fighting against powerful opponents .
However, it was clear that the monsters of that world were way out of his
league . If he fights against one or two, he might win… but not against the

army of monsters that were continually leaving the dungeons .



"I need to learn and train a single spell that will stop the monsters from killing

me and, at the same time, will kill them, while it conserves some of my
mana . "

Leon didn't know how, but it looked like the dungeons spawned between two
and three monsters per minute . The easiest way to deal with them would be

leveling up Fast-Conjuration until level two hundred . By doing that, Leon
would be able to cast fifteen magic projectiles per second . If he could borrow
Soul Eater, he would be able to do that, but Jorhorn was collecting mana to
him and his friends . So, Leon's only option was to learn a new spell that was

similar to Flamethrower and would be able to stop the monsters even at a
low-level .

"A thunder spell will do the trick… at the very least, it will help me to keep
the monsters at bay . While I paralyze them using a constant thunder spell, I
will destroy their heads with some other spell that has more power . Until the
thunder spell has enough power on its own . "

Following the same logic of Flamethrower, Leon created a constant breeze
leaving from the palm of his hand . Little by little, he increased the power of
wind until it became powerful enough to become another spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Air Beam .

Cost: 40 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Okay… now I just have to strengthen the wind . "

Leon decided to go slowly because things could get dangerous . He would
have a much easier time once he obtains the powers from Volt, but things
weren't that convenient . Also, little by little, the wind began to emit
electricity, and since that was hard to control as always, Leon received some
damage several times . Despite all that, things were going well since he was
sending his concentrated mana in a single direction continuously . The
number of times he got shocked were much smaller than Leon predicted . Still,
since his power wasn't something to laugh at, his Thunder Resistance leveled
up several times while Leon was trying to learn the spell .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon increased his intelligence and control to learn the spell faster, but it took
one week for him to receive the notification… Although his intelligence
increased his powers, it looked like Leon had some affinity with other
elements instead of wind .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Ray .

Cost: 60 mana per second
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You obtained 01 status points .

"Oh well… no pain, no gain, I guess . "

In the end, Leon's hard work paid off . Although Thunder Ray didn't fly in a
straight line, it always hit Leon's target . Besides, the speed of the projectile
wasn't something most creatures could react in time to dodge the attack . In
fact, even after hundreds of years of battles, Leon doubted that even the
harvesters could avoid that attack . Perhaps blocking them was possible, it
would decrease the damage they would receive, but it would be painful and…
shocking .

"All this trouble could be avoided if I had decided to buy potions or
frequently use blue angel leaves . While I'm fine in using those to train, it
isn't a good idea to rely on them in the middle of a battle . Any smart enemy
will try to prevent me from using them . Besides, the moments I focus on
restoring my mana will be a moment where my focus will wane . "

Leon didn't waste time and went to play with the fire earthworms using his
new toy . Since Leon couldn't leave the hideout to buy potions and he was
still replanting his blue angel leaves, he used Mana-Eater to restore some of
his mana by absorbing the energy of some trash magic items he made . He
had tons of those which were made of steel, and those aren't useful anymore .
So, it was time to get rid of those .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon leveled up that skill non-stop for three weeks, in the end, he
had to use it for sixteen seconds before he could kill a fire earthworm . Leon
had to use three times more mana than Magma Spear consumed . He
decreased that time by half using mithril rings that increased his intelligence,
but then again, Leon didn't feel satisfied with that .

"I guess I would have to keep improving while I try to stop all the monsters of
a single dungeon of this world by myself…"

The time finally came to crush all the angels' camps on the continent, so Leon
had to put his training on hold because that was a job they couldn't fail .



Leons main goal was to return home; to do that, he had to do two things . The
first was not to die, and the second was to obtain enough mana in order to
return home using Transfer . To do both, he needed to get stronger, and the
only way to get stronger was by fighting against powerful opponents .
However, it was clear that the monsters of that world were way out of his
league . If he fights against one or two, he might win… but not against the

army of monsters that were continually leaving the dungeons .

I need to learn and train a single spell that will stop the monsters from killing
me and, at the same time, will kill them, while it conserves some of my
mana .

Leon didnt know how, but it looked like the dungeons spawned between two
and three monsters per minute . The easiest way to deal with them would be

leveling up Fast-Conjuration until level two hundred . By doing that, Leon
would be able to cast fifteen magic projectiles per second . If he could borrow
Soul Eater, he would be able to do that, but Jorhorn was collecting mana to
him and his friends . So, Leons only option was to learn a new spell that was

similar to Flamethrower and would be able to stop the monsters even at a
low-level .

A thunder spell will do the trick… at the very least, it will help me to keep the
monsters at bay . While I paralyze them using a constant thunder spell, I will
destroy their heads with some other spell that has more power . Until the
thunder spell has enough power on its own .

Following the same logic of Flamethrower, Leon created a constant breeze
leaving from the palm of his hand . Little by little, he increased the power of
wind until it became powerful enough to become another spell .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Air Beam .

Cost: 40 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Air Beam has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Okay… now I just have to strengthen the wind .

Leon decided to go slowly because things could get dangerous . He would
have a much easier time once he obtains the powers from Volt, but things
werent that convenient . Also, little by little, the wind began to emit
electricity, and since that was hard to control as always, Leon received some
damage several times . Despite all that, things were going well since he was



sending his concentrated mana in a single direction continuously . The
number of times he got shocked were much smaller than Leon predicted . Still,
since his power wasnt something to laugh at, his Thunder Resistance leveled
up several times while Leon was trying to learn the spell .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon increased his intelligence and control to learn the spell faster, but it took
one week for him to receive the notification… Although his intelligence
increased his powers, it looked like Leon had some affinity with other
elements instead of wind .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Ray .

Cost: 60 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .



Oh well… no pain, no gain, I guess .

In the end, Leons hard work paid off . Although Thunder Ray didnt fly in a
straight line, it always hit Leons target . Besides, the speed of the projectile
wasnt something most creatures could react in time to dodge the attack . In
fact, even after hundreds of years of battles, Leon doubted that even the
harvesters could avoid that attack . Perhaps blocking them was possible, it
would decrease the damage they would receive, but it would be painful and…
shocking .

All this trouble could be avoided if I had decided to buy potions or frequently
use blue angel leaves . While Im fine in using those to train, it isnt a good
idea to rely on them in the middle of a battle . Any smart enemy will try to
prevent me from using them . Besides, the moments I focus on restoring my
mana will be a moment where my focus will wane .

Leon didnt waste time and went to play with the fire earthworms using his
new toy . Since Leon couldnt leave the hideout to buy potions and he was still
replanting his blue angel leaves, he used Mana-Eater to restore some of his
mana by absorbing the energy of some trash magic items he made . He had
tons of those which were made of steel, and those arent useful anymore . So,
it was time to get rid of those .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana-Eater has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon leveled up that skill non-stop for three weeks, in the end, he
had to use it for sixteen seconds before he could kill a fire earthworm . Leon
had to use three times more mana than Magma Spear consumed . He
decreased that time by half using mithril rings that increased his intelligence,
but then again, Leon didnt feel satisfied with that .

I guess I would have to keep improving while I try to stop all the monsters of
a single dungeon of this world by myself…

The time finally came to crush all the angels camps on the continent, so Leon
had to put his training on hold because that was a job they couldnt fail .
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Achoo!" Leon sneezed .

Leon already knew that deserts were cold at night, but to know something and

feel it with his own flesh were two very different things . Thanks to Inglar's
fire magic, the nights in the tower were pretty warm . So, Leon started to
wonder if he also would have to endure the scorching desert during the day
and the freezing of the nights in order to use those dungeons .
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"I guess it was a sacrifice I will have to make… all for those sweet, sweet
status points . "

If Leon was having a hard time dealing with the harsh weather, the harvesters
and angels looked pretty much okay with them . They weren't wearing any
extra pieces of clothing, and the angels were even sleeping on the sand . That
was quite brave considering that the fire earthworms could attack them
quickly like that, or perhaps they already traumatized those creatures and now
didn't have to worry about them .

"It looks like this group of angels is bigger than the one we faced before,"
Jertien said .

"It won't be a problem," Jorhorn said . "As long as we attack like before, they
won't have any chance to run away or try to fight . We have enough mana to

pull this off several times, so don't hold back . "

Like before, Leon's job would be to oversee the battlefield from above . So,
he flew up and went to his position, even from his current height, he could
see the dungeon was spawning chimeras . Since he already created some
weapons using them, he didn't want to stay on that dungeon for long .

"I guess the variety of monsters will also decrease the more the planets get
deeper and deeper on the assimilation process . "

It wasn't a good idea to assume things, but Leon couldn't help but doing it so
anyway . Even Earth had several dungeons that spawned the same type of
monsters, after all . Regardless, Leon was itching to test his Thunder Ray on
the angels . His job was to stop them in case some try to run, even though



Gravity was more efficient, he could afford to spend some mana since only a
few would be able to survive the full combo of the harvesters .

Ivolaer (Wind)

Health: 30500/30500
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Mana: 8700/8700

Stamina: 24000/24000

Active Skills: Wind Transformation Lv 382, Wind Creation Lv 331,
Electric Aura Lv 291, Thunder Blade Lv 297

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 338, Swordsmanship Lv 335, Wind

Absorption Lv 112, Thunder Absorption Lv 129

Inglar (Fire)

Health: 33000/33000

Mana: 11700/11700



Stamina: 25200/25200
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Active Skills: Fire Transformation Lv 405, Fire Creation Lv 349, Burning
Aura Lv 321, Fire Blade Lv 319

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 349, Swordsmanship Lv 369, Fire
Absorption Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 259

Jertien (Ice)

Health: 30300/30300

Mana: 9900/9900

Stamina: 24200/24200

Active Skills: Frost Nova Lv 339, Ice Meteor Lv 325, Ice Arrow Rain Lv

295, Frozen Enchantment Lv 316

Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 309, Hammer Mastery Lv 308, Ice
Absorption Lv 315, Meditation Lv 265



"It is obvious, but I'm not the only one who grew stronger in the past few

months… in fact, their growth is much more noticeable . Their recovery is
also higher, and they can store energy… so they can level up their skills much

faster . "

Putting those thoughts aside, Leon started to look for loot, but only a few
crappy magic items had been found .

"We have to move," Jorhorn declared . "Ismenria, you will guard this
dungeon . The others will come with me to the next camp . "

"You should have told me that earlier!" Ismenria stomped on the ground . "If I
knew I would be the one who would guard the first dungeon, I would have
brought my bed!"

"… This place isn't for you to relax," Jorhorn sighed . "It is to grow stronger .
We don't know what might happen at the other camps, so don't drop your
guard . "

The next dungeon was thirty kilometers away from their location, so it
wouldn't be surprising if a team of angels noticed the noise and came to

investigate . So, they couldn't waste time . Despite the cloudy weather, they
had Leon to scout ahead and see if any angels were coming, He found a group
of them heading toward the dungeon they attacked . So, he used his Thunder
Ray inside the clouds to alert the harvesters . The angels didn't even imagine
their enemies had created that phenomenon . Regardless, those six angels got
easily crushed .



Ten minutes later, Jorhorn gave the sign for another attack to begin . This
time, Inglar, Ivolaer, and Jertien combo didn't finish the enemies off . So,
Leon had time to use Thunder Ray on a couple of angels that tried to attack
the harvesters from above . Despite catching them off-guard, Leon didn't
manage to kill the angels… even with the rings, he only managed to stop
them from moving . The angels recovered from damage Leon was caused

almost immediately .

"Shit… it needs even more power, huh . "

It couldn't be helped due to the circumstance, but Leon would have to level
up Thunder Ray and put a lot of points in intelligence before he finally
obtains the power to defeat angels alone .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Achoo! Leon sneezed .

Leon already knew that deserts were cold at night, but to know something and

feel it with his own flesh were two very different things . Thanks to Inglars
fire magic, the nights in the tower were pretty warm . So, Leon started to
wonder if he also would have to endure the scorching desert during the day
and the freezing of the nights in order to use those dungeons .

I guess it was a sacrifice I will have to make… all for those sweet, sweet
status points .

If Leon was having a hard time dealing with the harsh weather, the harvesters
and angels looked pretty much okay with them . They werent wearing any
extra pieces of clothing, and the angels were even sleeping on the sand . That
was quite brave considering that the fire earthworms could attack them
quickly like that, or perhaps they already traumatized those creatures and now
didnt have to worry about them .

It looks like this group of angels is bigger than the one we faced before,
Jertien said .

It wont be a problem, Jorhorn said . As long as we attack like before, they
wont have any chance to run away or try to fight . We have enough mana to

pull this off several times, so dont hold back .

Like before, Leons job would be to oversee the battlefield from above . So, he
flew up and went to his position, even from his current height, he could see
the dungeon was spawning chimeras . Since he already created some weapons
using them, he didnt want to stay on that dungeon for long .



I guess the variety of monsters will also decrease the more the planets get
deeper and deeper on the assimilation process .

It wasnt a good idea to assume things, but Leon couldnt help but doing it so
anyway . Even Earth had several dungeons that spawned the same type of
monsters, after all . Regardless, Leon was itching to test his Thunder Ray on
the angels . His job was to stop them in case some try to run, even though
Gravity was more efficient, he could afford to spend some mana since only a
few would be able to survive the full combo of the harvesters .

Ivolaer (Wind)

Health: 30500/30500

Mana: 8700/8700

Stamina: 24000/24000

Active Skills: Wind Transformation Lv 382, Wind Creation Lv 331,
Electric Aura Lv 291, Thunder Blade Lv 297

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 338, Swordsmanship Lv 335, Wind

Absorption Lv 112, Thunder Absorption Lv 129

Inglar (Fire)

Health: 33000/33000



Mana: 11700/11700

Stamina: 25200/25200

Active Skills: Fire Transformation Lv 405, Fire Creation Lv 349, Burning
Aura Lv 321, Fire Blade Lv 319

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 349, Swordsmanship Lv 369, Fire
Absorption Lv 312, Pain Resistance Lv 259

Jertien (Ice)

Health: 30300/30300

Mana: 9900/9900

Stamina: 24200/24200

Active Skills: Frost Nova Lv 339, Ice Meteor Lv 325, Ice Arrow Rain Lv

295, Frozen Enchantment Lv 316

Passive Skills: Ice Resistance Lv 309, Hammer Mastery Lv 308, Ice
Absorption Lv 315, Meditation Lv 265

It is obvious, but Im not the only one who grew stronger in the past few

months… in fact, their growth is much more noticeable . Their recovery is



also higher, and they can store energy… so they can level up their skills much

faster .

Putting those thoughts aside, Leon started to look for loot, but only a few
crappy magic items had been found .

We have to move, Jorhorn declared . Ismenria, you will guard this dungeon .
The others will come with me to the next camp .

You should have told me that earlier! Ismenria stomped on the ground . If I
knew I would be the one who would guard the first dungeon, I would have
brought my bed!

… This place isnt for you to relax, Jorhorn sighed . It is to grow stronger .
We dont know what might happen at the other camps, so dont drop your
guard .

The next dungeon was thirty kilometers away from their location, so it
wouldnt be surprising if a team of angels noticed the noise and came to
investigate . So, they couldnt waste time . Despite the cloudy weather, they
had Leon to scout ahead and see if any angels were coming, He found a group
of them heading toward the dungeon they attacked . So, he used his Thunder
Ray inside the clouds to alert the harvesters . The angels didnt even imagine
their enemies had created that phenomenon . Regardless, those six angels got
easily crushed .

Ten minutes later, Jorhorn gave the sign for another attack to begin . This
time, Inglar, Ivolaer, and Jertien combo didnt finish the enemies off . So,
Leon had time to use Thunder Ray on a couple of angels that tried to attack
the harvesters from above . Despite catching them off-guard, Leon didnt



manage to kill the angels… even with the rings, he only managed to stop
them from moving . The angels recovered from damage Leon was caused

almost immediately .

Shit… it needs even more power, huh .

It couldnt be helped due to the circumstance, but Leon would have to level up
Thunder Ray and put a lot of points in intelligence before he finally obtains
the power to defeat angels alone .

Novel Chapter 327
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A few hours later, Leon and the harvesters finally managed to secure three
more dungeons . Genelosa and Alurelle stayed behind to defend the previous
two dungeons .

"You will stay here," Jorhorn declared . "Eventually, we will return and
confirm our success to you . "

Leon looked around and saw the corpses of hundreds of angels and some
mermaids . The dungeon was located on a beach on the southern part of the
northern continent, and that only meant one thing, Leon would have to guard
the dungeon, which was the closest to the central continent .

"Even if your powers are not enough," Jorhorn smirked . "Considering your
new spell, you should be able to deal with the monsters here . "



Leon indeed was weak in comparison to the mob monsters of that world, but
he didn't want to hear that from him . Still, Leon decided to shut up and just
nod . The elemental advantage would help him, as much as he wanted to
create weapons using the spirits of cyclops, reptilians, and centaurs, and even
seeing them, Leon had to move at the correct pace .

Fortunately, even the angels needed the light of campfires to fight . So, Leon
didn't have to create one after Jorhorn and the others left to clean the other
camps .

"Let's see how much I improved against those mermaids… Also, I should
keep my eyes off their boobs just in case . "

Sponsored Content
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Half of the mermaids' dungeon was underwater, so Leon had to be careful in
order not to let them flee to the ocean . However, that wasn't a problem,
thanks to Mana Dominion . That skill was at a level where Leon could feel
anything within two hundred and twenty meters around him . The very
moment three mermaids left the dungeon, it was the moment where Leon
electrocuted them with two Thunder Rays . Although he only managed to hit
two directly, the ocean conducted the electricity and also shocked the third
monster . After being hit for five seconds, all mermaids died .



"Thanks to the elemental advantage, I can kill them using the same amount of

mana I would have to use by using Magma Spear… isn't half bad, but… it is

all thanks to these rings . "

It was a weird feeling, Leon created those rings using his own power, but
couldn't help but feel frustrated… it was probably because after he left the

island, he didn't have much of a hard time against the monsters . Or perhaps
it was because Thunder Ray wasn't that awesome as he imagined it would
be .

"My standards when it comes to magic are too damn high… There is no spell

that I want more than teleportation, after all . "

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Hey, there," Jertien said . "It looks like you have been guarding the dungeon
well . "
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"Where are the others?" Leon asked .

"Protecting their respective dungeons," Jertien answered . "Soon, I will have
to do the same, but before that, I have come to tell you something . We will

need you to create Checkpoints near the dungeons and connect them to our
tower . We will use that in case something happens and when we feel like

resting for a while . "

"So, everything went well?" Leon asked .

"Yes, you don't have to worry," Jertien smiled calmly . "Despite our numbers,
we managed to secure all the dungeons . Anyway, you will have the chance to
use this dungeon as much as you want . However, to save time, you will also
have to help us move from our base to the dungeons . "



That would be a massive pain in the ass, but considering the situation, it
couldn't be helped . Leon could only Transfer himself and others to a point
where he could see with his eyes . That plan was a bit risky, but it wasn't like
Jorhorn could solve that problem just by thinking of something . Again, Leon
could solve everything by using Summon Zombie, but again he decided to
stay quiet about it .

"All right then," Leon said . "I will do that . "

In the end, Leon would have a dungeon to train by himself . It was a dungeon
of a world that was on the third stage of assimilation, so he couldn't ask for
more at the moment to grow stronger .

It took Leon an entire day to create the checkpoints in all dungeons, but in the
end, even though Checkpoint wasn't as useful as Transfer, it would be helpful
in the future .

For a few days, Leon did nothing but killed mermaids . Some mermen noticed
the slaughtered caused by Leon and came from the sea to attack him, but they
suffered the same fate . Regardless, even though Leon didn't enter the
dungeon, but only checked the shop now, and then, Inglar and Ivolaer did,
and they also learned something interesting . If monsters wanted, they could
use the purple crystal of the dungeons to return to their own planet .

"I didn���t remember monsters doing that back on Earth or Miebos… I

guess this is only possible because this world is on the third stage of
assimilation . "

Another weird thing about those dungeons, it was the fact that they didn't
spawn any boss . That was weird since Leon was pretty sure those six angel



generals were bosses… or at least he imagined that they were . Although most
mob monsters were troublesome alone, the fact that the dungeons didn't
spawn bosses helped Leon… at least that was true gainst mermaids and
merman .

"I just hope nothing will happen for a while… although I can use the

Checkpoint or even Transfer to escape, I really need to grow stronger as fast

as I can . "

Maybe those words were one of those death flags, but Leon couldn't care less
about such a thing . Although he was hoping for the best, he would never stop
preparing for the worst .

A few hours later, Leon and the harvesters finally managed to secure three
more dungeons . Genelosa and Alurelle stayed behind to defend the previous
two dungeons .

You will stay here, Jorhorn declared . Eventually, we will return and confirm
our success to you .

Leon looked around and saw the corpses of hundreds of angels and some
mermaids . The dungeon was located on a beach on the southern part of the
northern continent, and that only meant one thing, Leon would have to guard
the dungeon, which was the closest to the central continent .

Even if your powers are not enough, Jorhorn smirked . Considering your new
spell, you should be able to deal with the monsters here .



Leon indeed was weak in comparison to the mob monsters of that world, but
he didnt want to hear that from him . Still, Leon decided to shut up and just
nod . The elemental advantage would help him, as much as he wanted to
create weapons using the spirits of cyclops, reptilians, and centaurs, and even
seeing them, Leon had to move at the correct pace .

Fortunately, even the angels needed the light of campfires to fight . So, Leon
didnt have to create one after Jorhorn and the others left to clean the other
camps .

Lets see how much I improved against those mermaids… Also, I should keep
my eyes off their boobs just in case .

Half of the mermaids dungeon was underwater, so Leon had to be careful in
order not to let them flee to the ocean . However, that wasnt a problem,
thanks to Mana Dominion . That skill was at a level where Leon could feel
anything within two hundred and twenty meters around him . The very
moment three mermaids left the dungeon, it was the moment where Leon
electrocuted them with two Thunder Rays . Although he only managed to hit
two directly, the ocean conducted the electricity and also shocked the third
monster . After being hit for five seconds, all mermaids died .

Thanks to the elemental advantage, I can kill them using the same amount of

mana I would have to use by using Magma Spear… isnt half bad, but… it is

all thanks to these rings .

It was a weird feeling, Leon created those rings using his own power, but
couldnt help but feel frustrated… it was probably because after he left the
island, he didnt have much of a hard time against the monsters . Or perhaps it
was because Thunder Ray wasnt that awesome as he imagined it would be .



My standards when it comes to magic are too damn high… There is no spell
that I want more than teleportation, after all .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hey, there, Jertien said . It looks like you have been guarding the dungeon
well .

Where are the others? Leon asked .

Protecting their respective dungeons, Jertien answered . Soon, I will have to
do the same, but before that, I have come to tell you something . We will

need you to create Checkpoints near the dungeons and connect them to our
tower . We will use that in case something happens and when we feel like

resting for a while .



So, everything went well? Leon asked .

Yes, you dont have to worry, Jertien smiled calmly . Despite our numbers,
we managed to secure all the dungeons . Anyway, you will have the chance to
use this dungeon as much as you want . However, to save time, you will also
have to help us move from our base to the dungeons .

That would be a massive pain in the ass, but considering the situation, it
couldnt be helped . Leon could only Transfer himself and others to a point
where he could see with his eyes . That plan was a bit risky, but it wasnt like
Jorhorn could solve that problem just by thinking of something . Again, Leon
could solve everything by using Summon Zombie, but again he decided to
stay quiet about it .

All right then, Leon said . I will do that .

In the end, Leon would have a dungeon to train by himself . It was a dungeon
of a world that was on the third stage of assimilation, so he couldnt ask for
more at the moment to grow stronger .

It took Leon an entire day to create the checkpoints in all dungeons, but in the
end, even though Checkpoint wasnt as useful as Transfer, it would be helpful
in the future .

For a few days, Leon did nothing but killed mermaids . Some mermen noticed
the slaughtered caused by Leon and came from the sea to attack him, but they
suffered the same fate . Regardless, even though Leon didnt enter the
dungeon, but only checked the shop now, and then, Inglar and Ivolaer did,



and they also learned something interesting . If monsters wanted, they could
use the purple crystal of the dungeons to return to their own planet .

I didn���t remember monsters doing that back on Earth or Miebos… I
guess this is only possible because this world is on the third stage of
assimilation .

Another weird thing about those dungeons, it was the fact that they didnt
spawn any boss . That was weird since Leon was pretty sure those six angel
generals were bosses… or at least he imagined that they were . Although most
mob monsters were troublesome alone, the fact that the dungeons didnt spawn
bosses helped Leon… at least that was true gainst mermaids and merman .

I just hope nothing will happen for a while… although I can use the
Checkpoint or even Transfer to escape, I really need to grow stronger as fast

as I can .

Maybe those words were one of those death flags, but Leon couldnt care less
about such a thing . Although he was hoping for the best, he would never stop
preparing for the worst .

Novel Chapter 328
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One month passed without any incident, so Leon couldn't help but frown,
imagining that the angel general of that world was slacking off on his duties .
Any decent leader would have noticed that the angels that were on the
northern and southern continent didn't send any word or even appear .



"Perhaps he doesn't care…"

His minions were quite crazy, after all . Besides, if the angels are numerous
enough to conduct a conquest of six worlds and decimate the sentient beings
of that world . Losing a few thousand was probably nothing… for a cold

blood leader .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After a month using only Thunder Ray, Leon finally decreased the time he
had to spend electrocuting mermaids from five to three seconds in order to kill



them . So, he decided to work on his survivability again . Using Telekinesis
and Gravity, he could control the mermaids and prevent them from escaping .
Since they couldn't do anything else, they attacked him with their Water

Cannon . The level of that skill was quite high, so Leon leveled up Mana

Armor insanely fast… at the price of his own mana .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess I also should learn Water Cannon . . . "

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Cannon .

Cost: 40 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .



Leon had to stop training his Mana Armor for a few days in order to have
enough mana, but he eventually learned . It took him almost a week because

he could only practice between battles, after all .
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"It looks like they don't plan on using me to guard other dungeons . . . so, I
guess it is time to start my secret training . "

Leon postponed that because he needed to obtain the power to slay all the
mermaids that leave the dungeon before anything . Besides, he had to confirm
that everyone would act precisely the same for a few days in order to chance
his own routine .

Although it was tiresome, all harvesters and even Leon could only rest once
every seventy hours . Someone always has to keep an eye on the dungeons, so
it couldn't be helped . Every ten hours, Leon would use Checkpoint to move
one person from a dungeon to the base, and the last person who had rested on
the tower would go to that same dungeon . As expected, that was annoying
since Leon was the only one who had to do the extra work, but at least that
allowed him to confirm that he wasn't being watched .

"I don't know if I can consider Appraisal to be as one of the elemental skills…

but the skill to counter it certainly belongs to the shadow element . Donan and
that shadowy figure are living proofs of that . The problem is, I didn't find
any monster aside from demons that may have that element . "



Maybe Leon would be able to obtain that skill once his Mana Concealment
reaches level one thousand, but then again… he didn't have time to level up
his skill to that point . Could he learn the skill without even a bit of an idea on
how to create the elements shadow and light?

"Donan didn't have items, so he actually received as a skill the means to
counter Appraisal . "

If white was the mix of all colors and black was the lack of any color, Leon
imagined that he would be able to replicate shadow and light using the same
theory . But he wasn't even sure if he knew all basic elemental magic… no,
he probably knew . Wind, water, fire, and earth definitely were the basic
elements . Ice, magma, thunder, and steel were only the strengthened version
of those elements . So, to learn light magic, Leon would probably have to mix
all elements… but since his first goal was to counter Appraisal, he would
have to start on the tricky part .

"If I can't find a monster that can do something like that, then the only option
is to learn by trial and error . "

Just concentrating mana around his body wasn't enough . Even if Leon tries
to create a condensed aura of mana around himself, he would only produce
mithril, so that obviously wasn't the answer . The obvious way to counter
Appraisal was by using Invisibility, but Leon was pretty sure that spell
belonged to the light-type magic .

While Leon was pondering about those things, three mermaids left the
dungeon . In a hurry, he used Thunder Ray and fried to the point past of
well-done . If they weren't so ugly and had humanoid forms, Leon would



have considered to eat, but since that was the case, he decided to ignore his
hunger .

"Although concentrating my mana around me doesn't look like to be the
answer . . . Donan did exactly that, but no . . . Dark Aura is a different spell .
It can't be that related to the skill I'm looking for . "

While Leon was shaking his head, another three mermaids appeared . It
looked like the beasts didn't want to let him find the answer he was looking

for… That greatly irritated Leon, so he fried them a bit more this time .

"Those bitches keep bothering and didn't even drop a single fucking tome…"
Leon sighed . "As expected, not even a ring that doubles my luck can solve
the problem of my misfortune . "

Thinking about luck and misfortune was a waste of time itself, so Leon shook
off those thoughts of his head . In the end, he had no choice but to endure the
interruptions as well .

One month passed without any incident, so Leon couldnt help but frown,
imagining that the angel general of that world was slacking off on his duties .
Any decent leader would have noticed that the angels that were on the
northern and southern continent didnt send any word or even appear .

Perhaps he doesnt care…

His minions were quite crazy, after all . Besides, if the angels are numerous
enough to conduct a conquest of six worlds and decimate the sentient beings
of that world . Losing a few thousand was probably nothing… for a cold

blood leader .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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After a month using only Thunder Ray, Leon finally decreased the time he
had to spend electrocuting mermaids from five to three seconds in order to kill
them . So, he decided to work on his survivability again . Using Telekinesis
and Gravity, he could control the mermaids and prevent them from escaping .
Since they couldnt do anything else, they attacked him with their Water

Cannon . The level of that skill was quite high, so Leon leveled up Mana

Armor insanely fast… at the price of his own mana .

Congratulations! The skill Telekinesis has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

I guess I also should learn Water Cannon . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Cannon .

Cost: 40 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon had to stop training his Mana Armor for a few days in order to have
enough mana, but he eventually learned . It took him almost a week because

he could only practice between battles, after all .

It looks like they dont plan on using me to guard other dungeons . . . so, I
guess it is time to start my secret training .

Leon postponed that because he needed to obtain the power to slay all the
mermaids that leave the dungeon before anything . Besides, he had to confirm
that everyone would act precisely the same for a few days in order to chance
his own routine .

Although it was tiresome, all harvesters and even Leon could only rest once
every seventy hours . Someone always has to keep an eye on the dungeons, so
it couldnt be helped . Every ten hours, Leon would use Checkpoint to move
one person from a dungeon to the base, and the last person who had rested on
the tower would go to that same dungeon . As expected, that was annoying
since Leon was the only one who had to do the extra work, but at least that
allowed him to confirm that he wasnt being watched .



I dont know if I can consider Appraisal to be as one of the elemental skills…
but the skill to counter it certainly belongs to the shadow element . Donan and
that shadowy figure are living proofs of that . The problem is, I didnt find any
monster aside from demons that may have that element .

Maybe Leon would be able to obtain that skill once his Mana Concealment
reaches level one thousand, but then again… he didnt have time to level up

his skill to that point . Could he learn the skill without even a bit of an idea on
how to create the elements shadow and light?

Donan didnt have items, so he actually received as a skill the means to
counter Appraisal .

If white was the mix of all colors and black was the lack of any color, Leon
imagined that he would be able to replicate shadow and light using the same
theory . But he wasnt even sure if he knew all basic elemental magic… no, he
probably knew . Wind, water, fire, and earth definitely were the basic
elements . Ice, magma, thunder, and steel were only the strengthened version
of those elements . So, to learn light magic, Leon would probably have to mix
all elements… but since his first goal was to counter Appraisal, he would
have to start on the tricky part .

If I cant find a monster that can do something like that, then the only option is
to learn by trial and error .

Just concentrating mana around his body wasnt enough . Even if Leon tries to
create a condensed aura of mana around himself, he would only produce
mithril, so that obviously wasnt the answer . The obvious way to counter
Appraisal was by using Invisibility, but Leon was pretty sure that spell
belonged to the light-type magic .



While Leon was pondering about those things, three mermaids left the
dungeon . In a hurry, he used Thunder Ray and fried to the point past of
well-done . If they werent so ugly and had humanoid forms, Leon would have
considered to eat, but since that was the case, he decided to ignore his
hunger .

Although concentrating my mana around me doesnt look like to be the
answer . . . Donan did exactly that, but no . . . Dark Aura is a different spell .
It cant be that related to the skill Im looking for .

While Leon was shaking his head, another three mermaids appeared . It
looked like the beasts didnt want to let him find the answer he was looking
for… That greatly irritated Leon, so he fried them a bit more this time .

Those bitches keep bothering and didnt even drop a single fucking tome…
Leon sighed . As expected, not even a ring that doubles my luck can solve the
problem of my misfortune .

Thinking about luck and misfortune was a waste of time itself, so Leon shook
off those thoughts of his head . In the end, he had no choice but to endure the
interruptions as well .
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After a month trying to learn any principle of the magic of the element
shadow, Leon reached a single conclusion…



"The guy who invented this status screen is the biggest asshole in the whole
universe and across all the multiverse… I raised my intelligence time and
time again, but that didn't make me wiser or smarter . It only increased the
power of my magic . Although I'm thankful for that, why that asshole didn't
change 'intelligence' to 'magic power'? Stupid bastard…"

After trying to find an answer and finding nothing, Leon out a long sigh . He
already knew that increasing intelligence didn't make him smarter or wiser,
but after such a long time and not finding a single clue was too frustrating . At
that point in time, it was evident that the angel general wouldn't travel around
the world looking for troublemakers . It made sense since he and his minions
only had to deal with monsters, after all . But still… Leon didn't have all the
time in the world to waste on an alien planet .

"More than three years have passed since that fucker summoned me to

Miebos… I thought I became powerful and that I could solve everything with
magic… I was dead wrong . "

Congratulations! The skill Mental fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

As if the system was laughing at Leon's situation, he received that message .
Usually, he would snap even at the empty air, but since he received a free
status point, he didn't . Anyway, it has been a long time since Leon felt such
lack of progress . It was really frustrating because he couldn't get angry and
level up Rage, the cause of that situation was his half-dead brain, after all .



"As if this situation isn't enough . . . those freaking mermaids don't drop a
single tome . " Leon clicked his tongue . "Damn you . . . fucking ugly-ass
bitches . "

One of the many reasons Leon decided to ignore luck; it was because he was
naturally unlucky . It looked like he would have to kill thousands of more
mermaids before he obtains a new tome . And the chances of the said tome
being crappy were also high .

"Whatever . . . at least I managed to level up Thunder Ray a lot in those two
months," Leon said after breathing deeply to calm down his nerves .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Thunder Ray reached the level one hundred, and now it could toast all

mermaids in two seconds . Maybe it was also thanks to the fact that Wind

Creation leveled up as well, but… that was just a good detail .

"Now that I think about it… how much mithril can I find lying around? The

harvesters said that they found a little when this and the other worlds were on
the second stage of assimilation . If the mana increased, then it should be easy
to find mithril . Won't be easy to give it shape, though . "



Congratulations! The skill Mental fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

The notification appeared again, but this time Leon stared at it, even after it
disappeared . Maybe he was making a mistake somewhere… like he always

does when he is learning something new .

"If Mana Armor can't protect me from illusions or mind attacks, the thing that
can protect me from that, will work against Appraisal?"

Leon couldn't defend itself from that kind of magic; the only thing he could
do was to kill the monster before he tries something funny . However,
following the logic of everything Leon learned so far, there must be a way for
Leon to protect his brain from that kind of spell . If Mental Fortitude was a

passive skill that helped Leon to endure some setbacks, there must be an
active skill that could help him more effectively .

Still, Leon didn't have any other choice but to learn a spell that can counter
Appraisal somewhat… that spell also has to help Leon against illusions and
other mind attacks .

"It can't be just as concentrating mana on my brain… I already did that when

I learned Appraisal… It won't be as easy as just concentrating a little more
mana… right?"

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mental Armor .

You obtained 01 status points .



After blinking several times, Leon decided to activate the skill . It looked like
it was a version of Mana Armor whose sole purpose was to block attacks that
direct to Leon's nervous system . He noticed that because a few mermaids

appeared and used their Enthralling Aura .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

In an instant, the skill went to level one to level forty just because of the three
mermaids . Also, thanks to the skill, Leon didn't fell for their trap… he could

endure the illusion attacks of one, but not of three .

The effects of their power decreased, and Leon snapped off their illusion by
shocking himself with a little electricity . Without wasting time, he fried them
alive… he succeeded, but almost collapsed because his mana was empty…
Mental Armor saved him, but it consumed a lot of mana .



"Now, I just hope this skill can also block Appraisal . . . Am I asking too

much?"

There was the only way to find out, the harvesters didn't have any illusion
attacks, so if Leon meets them and his mana decreases, then it was evident
that the skill was a success .

After a month trying to learn any principle of the magic of the element
shadow, Leon reached a single conclusion…

The guy who invented this status screen is the biggest asshole in the whole
universe and across all the multiverse… I raised my intelligence time and
time again, but that didnt make me wiser or smarter . It only increased the
power of my magic . Although Im thankful for that, why that asshole didnt
change intelligence to magic power? Stupid bastard…

After trying to find an answer and finding nothing, Leon out a long sigh . He
already knew that increasing intelligence didnt make him smarter or wiser,
but after such a long time and not finding a single clue was too frustrating . At
that point in time, it was evident that the angel general wouldnt travel around
the world looking for troublemakers . It made sense since he and his minions
only had to deal with monsters, after all . But still… Leon didnt have all the

time in the world to waste on an alien planet .

More than three years have passed since that fucker summoned me to
Miebos… I thought I became powerful and that I could solve everything with
magic… I was dead wrong .

Congratulations! The skill Mental fortitude has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

As if the system was laughing at Leons situation, he received that message .
Usually, he would snap even at the empty air, but since he received a free
status point, he didnt . Anyway, it has been a long time since Leon felt such
lack of progress . It was really frustrating because he couldnt get angry and
level up Rage, the cause of that situation was his half-dead brain, after all .

As if this situation isnt enough . . . those freaking mermaids dont drop a
single tome . Leon clicked his tongue . Damn you . . . fucking ugly-ass
bitches .

One of the many reasons Leon decided to ignore luck; it was because he was
naturally unlucky . It looked like he would have to kill thousands of more
mermaids before he obtains a new tome . And the chances of the said tome
being crappy were also high .

Whatever . . . at least I managed to level up Thunder Ray a lot in those two
months, Leon said after breathing deeply to calm down his nerves .

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Thunder Ray reached the level one hundred, and now it could toast all

mermaids in two seconds . Maybe it was also thanks to the fact that Wind

Creation leveled up as well, but… that was just a good detail .

Now that I think about it… how much mithril can I find lying around? The

harvesters said that they found a little when this and the other worlds were on
the second stage of assimilation . If the mana increased, then it should be easy
to find mithril . Wont be easy to give it shape, though .

Congratulations! The skill Mental fortitude has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

The notification appeared again, but this time Leon stared at it, even after it
disappeared . Maybe he was making a mistake somewhere… like he always

does when he is learning something new .

If Mana Armor cant protect me from illusions or mind attacks, the thing that
can protect me from that, will work against Appraisal?

Leon couldnt defend itself from that kind of magic; the only thing he could do
was to kill the monster before he tries something funny . However, following
the logic of everything Leon learned so far, there must be a way for Leon to
protect his brain from that kind of spell . If Mental Fortitude was a passive

skill that helped Leon to endure some setbacks, there must be an active skill
that could help him more effectively .



Still, Leon didnt have any other choice but to learn a spell that can counter
Appraisal somewhat… that spell also has to help Leon against illusions and
other mind attacks .

It cant be just as concentrating mana on my brain… I already did that when I
learned Appraisal… It wont be as easy as just concentrating a little more
mana… right?

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mental Armor .

You obtained 01 status points .

After blinking several times, Leon decided to activate the skill . It looked like
it was a version of Mana Armor whose sole purpose was to block attacks that
direct to Leons nervous system . He noticed that because a few mermaids

appeared and used their Enthralling Aura .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

In an instant, the skill went to level one to level forty just because of the three
mermaids . Also, thanks to the skill, Leon didnt fell for their trap… he could

endure the illusion attacks of one, but not of three .

The effects of their power decreased, and Leon snapped off their illusion by
shocking himself with a little electricity . Without wasting time, he fried them
alive… he succeeded, but almost collapsed because his mana was empty…
Mental Armor saved him, but it consumed a lot of mana .

Now, I just hope this skill can also block Appraisal . . . Am I asking too

much?

There was the only way to find out, the harvesters didnt have any illusion
attacks, so if Leon meets them and his mana decreases, then it was evident
that the skill was a success .
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The next one Leon would have to pick and take to a dungeon would be
Jorhorn, so he would be the perfect test subject . He was clearly wary of
Leon and probably wouldn't waste a chance to use Appraisal on Leon .

The very moment Leon appeared at the tower, he felt his mana decreasing one
time and another once again a little more . Jorhorn was right in front of him,
frowning .



Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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"What's wrong? Leon asked .

"Nothing . . . " Jorhorn answered .

"Well, let's go then," Leon said .

Leon was trying really hard not to show a broad grin, but in the end, he
started to wonder if doing a test like that had been a good idea . Jorhorn's
Appraisal obviously failed, but that could give him the impression that Leon

was plotting something .

"No, perhaps he thinks that his skill failed because his intelligence isn't high,
and I increased my mentality . . . "



The increasing mentality was the obvious way to counterspells, after all . Still,
being cautious was necessary from now on . The dungeon Jorhorn would
guard today was the centaurs' dungeon . As much as Leon wanted to make
some magic weapons using their spirits, he had to return to his own dungeon .
After taking Jertien back to the tower, Leon returned, and he started to laugh
maniacally .
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"Hehehe, finally! FINALLY!" Leon shouted . "No… I have to calm down . I
spent two months wasting time because I'm so dumb . I have to keep
improving…"

Although Leon leveled up a lot some of his skills and obtained several status
points, it wasn't enough . Even with his mithril ring of liches + 6, his magic
growth wasn't enough . Thunder Ray was proving itself to be a beneficial
spell to eliminate monsters, but it probably wouldn't help Leon as much as
Magma Spear would . In two attacks, Leon would spend almost all his mana,
but those two attacks would be devastating . Besides, it was a combination of
two elements, so the strength wasn't something to laugh at .

"If light magic is really a combination of all basic elements, then it would be
a very good idea to learn it . After all, the power of any spell would be four
times bigger because the earth, fire, water, and wind creation would increase
the power . Perhaps, even more, considering Pyromancy and Geomancy . . .
but I can't spend two months learning it . "



In the end, Leon was hesitating to practice it . The chances of him failing and

wasting time were significant . It was already a fact that he was terrible at
learning complicated spells .

"Oh, well… even if I fail, I will be failing, but at the same time, I will level
up some elemental skills . So, I guess that isn't a problem . "
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"… I already knew that would fail on the first try, but this is… I guess I can't
just mix the elements . I have to use them in their strongest forms… without

making them become steel, ice and thunder… probably . "

Leon tried again, and this time the bullet was made of magma and was
emitting smoke… a lot of smoke . Leon tried again and again, but he failed
and obtaining any result . The fact that the mermaids were regularly appearing
started to annoy him still .

"I can't lose my cool here… just kill them and move on . "

After using for Thunder Ray for a few seconds, Leon noticed that lightning
was kind of similar to the energy beams that were the angels' light
projectiles . Maybe instead of combining their basic form, Leon would have
to connect the elements at their highest output . The cost of mana would be
insane, but it would probably be easier to combine thunder, magma, and steel,
instead of wind, fire, and earth .



"Magma isn't fire strengthened; it is just a combination of earth and fire,
but… whatever . "

There was also a possibility that Leon had to reach a certain level of mastery
over the elements before he can create something like light . He also
concluded that probably it didn't exist something Light Transformation,
possibly Light Manipulation existed, but its use wouldn't be easier than Light
Creation… While Leon was pondering about that, three other mermaids
appeared .

"… If Transfer didn't cost so much mana, instead of killing those freaks, I
would send them to outer space… Why is my concentration waning so much
as of late?"

Leon shook those thoughts out of his head and then focused on the task at
hand . Creating a bullet using any element was easy, but creating a magic
bullet using all the four strengthened versions of the same elements wasn't .

Things got a bit weird at the beginning, but eventually, Leon noticed that the
bullet was taking its shape and emitting light . It probably was the light of the
electricity, the smell was quite strong, and the mana used wasn't something to
laugh at . Still, Leon didn't receive any notification .

"It probably took a while to obtain those properties because my power over
those elements is still weak… and I won't receive any notification unless I
create a projectile fast enough . "

It was hard to be sure if Leon would obtain the result he wanted, but he was
convinced that he received something by combining the strengthened version
of the basic elements . However, that was just the beginning, and it looked



like things wouldn't be easier . Leon imagined that he would eventually learn
something like a Light Aura, but considering that smell… No one would

endure such a spell for long .

The next one Leon would have to pick and take to a dungeon would be
Jorhorn, so he would be the perfect test subject . He was clearly wary of
Leon and probably wouldnt waste a chance to use Appraisal on Leon .

The very moment Leon appeared at the tower, he felt his mana decreasing one
time and another once again a little more . Jorhorn was right in front of him,
frowning .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mental Armor Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Whats wrong? Leon asked .

Nothing . . . Jorhorn answered .

Well, lets go then, Leon said .

Leon was trying really hard not to show a broad grin, but in the end, he
started to wonder if doing a test like that had been a good idea . Jorhorns



Appraisal obviously failed, but that could give him the impression that Leon

was plotting something .

No, perhaps he thinks that his skill failed because his intelligence isnt high,
and I increased my mentality . . .

The increasing mentality was the obvious way to counterspells, after all . Still,
being cautious was necessary from now on . The dungeon Jorhorn would
guard today was the centaurs dungeon . As much as Leon wanted to make
some magic weapons using their spirits, he had to return to his own dungeon .
After taking Jertien back to the tower, Leon returned, and he started to laugh
maniacally .

Hehehe, finally! FINALLY! Leon shouted . No… I have to calm down . I
spent two months wasting time because Im so dumb . I have to keep
improving…

Although Leon leveled up a lot some of his skills and obtained several status
points, it wasnt enough . Even with his mithril ring of liches + 6, his magic
growth wasnt enough . Thunder Ray was proving itself to be a beneficial spell
to eliminate monsters, but it probably wouldnt help Leon as much as Magma
Spear would . In two attacks, Leon would spend almost all his mana, but
those two attacks would be devastating . Besides, it was a combination of two
elements, so the strength wasnt something to laugh at .

If light magic is really a combination of all basic elements, then it would be a
very good idea to learn it . After all, the power of any spell would be four
times bigger because the earth, fire, water, and wind creation would increase
the power . Perhaps, even more, considering Pyromancy and Geomancy . . .
but I cant spend two months learning it .



In the end, Leon was hesitating to practice it . The chances of him failing and

wasting time were significant . It was already a fact that he was terrible at
learning complicated spells .

Oh, well… even if I fail, I will be failing, but at the same time, I will level up
some elemental skills . So, I guess that isnt a problem .

… I already knew that would fail on the first try, but this is… I guess I cant

just mix the elements . I have to use them in their strongest forms… without

making them become steel, ice and thunder… probably .

Leon tried again, and this time the bullet was made of magma and was
emitting smoke… a lot of smoke . Leon tried again and again, but he failed
and obtaining any result . The fact that the mermaids were regularly appearing
started to annoy him still .

I cant lose my cool here… just kill them and move on .

After using for Thunder Ray for a few seconds, Leon noticed that lightning
was kind of similar to the energy beams that were the angels light projectiles .
Maybe instead of combining their basic form, Leon would have to connect the
elements at their highest output . The cost of mana would be insane, but it
would probably be easier to combine thunder, magma, and steel, instead of
wind, fire, and earth .

Magma isnt fire strengthened; it is just a combination of earth and fire, but…
whatever .



There was also a possibility that Leon had to reach a certain level of mastery
over the elements before he can create something like light . He also
concluded that probably it didnt exist something Light Transformation,
possibly Light Manipulation existed, but its use wouldnt be easier than Light
Creation… While Leon was pondering about that, three other mermaids
appeared .

… If Transfer didnt cost so much mana, instead of killing those freaks, I
would send them to outer space… Why is my concentration waning so much
as of late?

Leon shook those thoughts out of his head and then focused on the task at
hand . Creating a bullet using any element was easy, but creating a magic
bullet using all the four strengthened versions of the same elements wasnt .

Things got a bit weird at the beginning, but eventually, Leon noticed that the
bullet was taking its shape and emitting light . It probably was the light of the
electricity, the smell was quite strong, and the mana used wasnt something to
laugh at . Still, Leon didnt receive any notification .

It probably took a while to obtain those properties because my power over
those elements is still weak… and I wont receive any notification unless I
create a projectile fast enough .

It was hard to be sure if Leon would obtain the result he wanted, but he was
convinced that he received something by combining the strengthened version
of the basic elements . However, that was just the beginning, and it looked
like things wouldnt be easier . Leon imagined that he would eventually learn
something like a Light Aura, but considering that smell… No one would

endure such a spell for long .
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